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There is no shortage of apps and digital tools to help us find the information 
we want, when we want it. Whenever we have a question, the first thing we do 
is take out our phones to get an immediate answer. It’s no surprise that there 
is an ever-increasing demand for more self-service capabilities.

According to research, 88% of U.S. customers expect companies and 

organizations to have self-service options.1 But it’s not just your customers 
that want this functionality. As the lines between B2B and B2C continue to 
blur, your employees and even your partners also want and expect the same 
easy access to information.

From the customer perspective, the self-service option empowers them to 
take control of their customer journey—serving as a brand differentiator 
for you. From the perspective of your partners, it streamlines how they do 
business with your organization. From the internal view, the ability to reduce 
manual and repetitive tasks means increased productivity and efficiency.

While there are multiple portal software options in the market, figuring out 
how to integrate and make everything  work can prove rather cumbersome, 
if not costly. If you’re already a Microsoft Dynamics 365 user, then you’re 
in luck. Power Apps portals are a natural extension to the Power Platform, 
allowing you to set up self-service portals quickly and effortlessly using 
predefined templates that are easily extensible. Learn the ins and outs of this 
powerful feature by taking a deep dive into this eBook.

Introduction 

https://alithya.com/en/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/810374/share-of-customers-by-if-they-expect-brands-to-have-a-self-service-portal/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/810374/share-of-customers-by-if-they-expect-brands-to-have-a-self-service-portal/
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Defining Power Apps Portals 

Imagine this scenario. You’re under a time 
crunch and need to get a status update on a 
particular order, and you have to provide this 
information to your manager by 3:00 p.m. With 
your timeframe closing in to deliver that status 
update, you call your (vendor) partner to find out 
what is going on, only to face hurdle after hurdle 
to connect with a person.

After countless hours spent on the phone 
and even sending out an email, you finally get 
a response to your question. Now imagine 
if you could have simply logged into your 
partner’s portal and had the information you 
seek displayed right on your dashboard. Which 
experience would you prefer?

Power Apps portals from Dynamics 365 (D365) 
enable internal and external users to find the 
information they need through self-service 
and community options. Built on the Dataflex 
Pro/Customer Data Service (CDS), or CRM, 
it provides another avenue for internal and 
external users to engage with you through 
branded, and personalized self-service portals.

Information from your CRM is displayed in a 
mobile-web responsive website that can be 
accessed anytime and anywhere. Since the 
website is built on Bootstrap, creating a branded 
and high-resolution website is easy. The no-
code/low-code solution also simplifies the 

creation and deployment of self-service apps, 
reducing the costs typically associated with 
getting a developer to build an app from 
scratch. Extending and scaling the capabilities 
of your business becomes more attainable with 
this solution. 

Consider this use case. Adoption Share, a 
nonprofit organization, wanted to radically 
change private and public adoption. Specifically, 
they were looking for a way to leverage cutting-
edge technologies to better assist children, 
families, and professionals.

After careful review, Adoption Share decided 
to leverage the Power Apps solution to create 
Faster Families Power App. Through this 

Video: Learn More About the Adoption 
Share Story 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4QmHnkWwDo&list=PLmRDpvVOdMuFxormTR-CANfuJ7dYij_7s&index=1
https://alithya.com/en/
https://www.alithya.com/hubfs/Microsoft/MS%20Customer%20Stories/Customer%20Success%20Story%20-%20Adoption%20Share.pdf
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Top 3 Benefits of 
Power Apps Portals2

74%
 reduced app 

development and costs

132,000 
hours saved from 
streamlined and 

automated activites

revenue uplift linked 
to more and faster 

development effrots

4.3%

new tool, Adoption Share is able to cut down 
on the bottlenecks in the first steps of the 
adoption/foster process. During the beta test, 
the company saw instant results—cutting the 
process down to 35 days instead of years.

As you look for ways to differentiate your brand 
through the creation of self-service portals that 
better engage your internal and external users, 
why not use the tools you already have at your 
disposal?

The benefits of the Power Apps portal are 
numerous, but the most compelling include:

• Increased customer, partner, and employee 
satisfaction

• Enhanced business outcomes through 
improved, faster, and more informed 
business decision making

• Realized additional value through 
integration with Power BI and other 
Microsoft solutions such as SharePoint

• Elevated security measures and features to 
protect valuable customer data

https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/d/d/fdd28db7-d4b1-497f-89a3-7463a7b4c35a/TEI%20of%20MSFT%20Power%20Apps%20and%20Automate%202019.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/d/d/fdd28db7-d4b1-497f-89a3-7463a7b4c35a/TEI%20of%20MSFT%20Power%20Apps%20and%20Automate%202019.pdf
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A Host of Capabilities 

Power Apps portals were specifically built to enable your teams to quickly and easily develop 
self-service portals using Dataflex Pro/CDS. Not only do they use CRM information to create a 
personalized experience for users, but information flows both ways. This means that information 
inputted by the end user is immediately synced to the D365 CRM and other Microsoft solutions. 
Likewise, information can be pulled from D365 to surface both content and updated answers to users’ 
questions.

Provisioning a Portal 

Like most D365 applications, the Power Apps portal has numerous templates that allow you to quickly 
set up a portal based on the scenario you are trying to solve for. Some of the most popular templates 
include:

Customer Self-Service. This portal is all about enabling case management. The purpose 
of this feature is to allow customers to create their own cases using the portal instead 
of having to call in. In this scenario, the case comes into the system and follows your 
current automated workflow to route the case to the 
appropriate person.

Community Portal. A great way to share blogs, forums, and polls if you want to create a 
community with internal or external stakeholders.

Partner Portal. The partner portal manages leads and opportunities if you want to 
manage the pipeline of the vendors and customers you work with. Since it runs on 
Dataflex Pro/CDS, you can capture any changes or updates in CRM, which simplifies 
reporting since its all integrated and consolidated on one dashboard.

Employee Self-Service. This portal empowers your internal staff to leverage knowledge-
based articles to find solutions to a particular question or issue.  Likewise, this template can 
be customized to streamline a particular business process, like submitting expense reports 
to cut down on time and ensure proper submission of information. Like all the portals, any 
information is automatically synced to the CRM and other Microsoft solutions.

Customer Portal. Allows companies to create an externally facing website that is 
connected to a D365 Supply Chain Management environment for B2B sales-order 
processing and related scenarios. Combines dual-write, Power Apps portals, and D365 
Supply Chain Management to create a self-service experience for their enterprise 
customers. 

Blank Portal: Want to create your own portal from scratch? The Power Apps portal blank 
option allows you to do this quickly and easily.

https://alithya.com/en/
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Power App Studio Editor

Whether you are provisioning a portal from 
a template or starting from ground zero, all 
portals can be customized to reflect your 
brand’s look and feel. The Power App Studio 
Editor leverages a robust HTML library that 
gives you drag and drop design elements to 
build out modules based on the information you 
can pull from your D365 CRM. You can also use 
custom HTML if you want to tailor your portal 
design further.

If you want to add pages, files, forms, and lists 
to your portal website, the Power App Studio 
Editor is where you will do this. This is where 
you create a unique URL for your portal.

Ensuring Security 

Since the Power Apps portals runs on your 
CRM data, ensuring that the information is kept 
secure and protected is important.

Power Apps Portal comes with built-in security 
features that can be accessed and managed via 
the portal management app.

Power Apps portal allows you to authenticate 
users using two methods—local authentication 
and external authentication. Through local 
authentication, users are validated via common 
forms with usernames and passwords that 

are stored on the Dataflex Pro/CDS’s contact 
record. Additionally, the system uses a 
CAPTCHA, an added security measure.

External authentication, however, allows the 
users to self-validate using their personal 
accounts like Google, Twitter, LinkedIn, and 
more. You can even use Power Automate to 
send personalized emails to invite users to 
temporarily access a portal.

1. Statista, “Do you expect a brand or organiztion to have an online self-service portal?” Statista,https://www.
statista.com/statistics/810374/share-of-customers-by-if-they-expect-brands-to-have-a-self-service-portal/

2. Forrester, “The Total Economic Impact of Power Apps” Jonathan Lipsitz and Adrienne Capaldo, https://
download.microsoft.com/download/f/d/d/fdd28db7-d4b1-497f-89a3-7463a7b4c35a/TEI%20of%20
MSFT%20Power%20Apps%20and%20Automate%202019.pdf

Sources

https://alithya.com/en/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/810374/share-of-customers-by-if-they-expect-brands-to-have-a-self-service-portal/
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/d/d/fdd28db7-d4b1-497f-89a3-7463a7b4c35a/TEI%20of%20MSFT%20Power%20Apps%20and%20Automate%202019.pdf
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Conclusion 

Power Apps portal was created to enable better 
and deeper relationships with the people that 
matter most—your customers, your external 
stakeholders, and your employees. Through 
these mobile- responsive and high-resolution 
websites, you can streamline key business 
processes and workflows without the cost and 
time typically associated with deploying self-
service portals. 

If you’re already a D365 user, you can leverage 
the integration to other Microsoft solutions to 
unlock the true potential of Power Apps portals.

Interested in learning more? 

See what you can accomplish in this demo video.

alithya.com | MSsales@alithya.com | 866-420-7624
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